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Architects, designers and engineers around
the world are constantly searching for
innovative solutions that will allow them to

BENEFITS
ü

economic and sustainable projects.

create structures in new and different ways.
ArteviaTM is much more than just a concrete.
It is a stunningly beauty design material

Freedom and ability to design aesthetic,

ü

It can be used to cast very complex shapes.

ü

Variety of colours and textures that can be

that keeps all the advantages of concrete

integrated into any kind of spaces and

providing to architects and designers with

environments.

total freedom to express themselves.

ü

Potential for more innovative finishing

Artevia is extremely strong and durable

(indoors, outdoors, horizontal and vertical

and it is available in an array of amazing

applications).

TM

and vibrant colours, patters and textures.

ü

Optimum workability/ easy application.

Artevia is the perfect match for any

ü

Fully customizable, according to design

TM

environment. Combine it with brick, metal,

requirements and technical specifications

wood or grass for a wealth of possibilities.
It is the ultimate range of creative
concretes.

of the project.
ü

Durable material and cost effective.

THE FULL ARTEVIA
PORTFOLIO INCLUDES:

Artevia™ Exposed

Artevia™ Polish

Artevia™ Color

Artevia™ Print

EXPOSED
Artevia™ exposed is a robust and
slip-resistant concrete with an exposed
aggregate finishing. It can be used for
surface finishes in private or public areas.
It provides a natural look, excellent ageing
properties and very durable.
There is a wide choice of colours and
decorative aggregate finishes.

POLISH
Artevia™ Polish has a smooth
texture like polished marble. It is
soft to the touch and elegant. It
can be designed for indoors and
outdoors, fitting most colour
schemes and offering a wide
scope for creativity.

COLOUR
Artevia™ Colour It is a collection of
concretes with a broad palette of tones and
striking colours. Soft or bright, natural or intense,
Artevia™ Colour allows you to create colourful
designs with concrete like never before.
The concrete contains an integral UV-stable colour
pigment, the concrete colour itself is coloured
throughout and will never fade or wear away.
It is cost-effective with low maintenance.

PRINT
Artevia™ Print is an incredibly
lifelike range of textured pavements,
versatile, natural and attractive product
suited to prints simulating the appearance
of other building materials, for example
bricks, wood and stone.
It is durable and requires low maintenance,
and with proper care, stays as beautiful as
the day it was set, year after year.

ARTEVIA – APPROVED
APPLICATOR NETWORK (AAP)
APP network of professional applicators is the best choice of
partner for any Artevia project. They offer top quality expertise
TM

and processes, guaranteeing the best results throughout every
step of the project.
Specialised skills and techniques are essential for an adequate
placing and finishing of ArteviaTM so all the applicators are
carefully selected and trained to ensure that rigorous procedures
are implemented by a large number of qualified workers.
Additionally the APP network is fully up-to-date on the constantly
improving product offer and results. A high degree of accuracy in
placing is a priority in order to achieve a successful finish
following all health and safety procedures and standards in the
workplace.
Reliable, trustworthy and highly skilled in all aspects of ArteviaTM
application, they add value from the start to completion of the
project, ensuring that a premium solution is achieved.
Please contact us for details of applicators in your area.
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